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论 文 摘 要 
 











































This text is on the theoretical foundation in core competencies in business 
enterprise in overview, application value chain analysis method, to FUJIAN 
SINO-RUBBER MACHINERY CO., LTD. ( below brief name HuaXiang 
company) core competencies proceed to recognize, and proceeded to analyze 
about the main source of HuaXiang company core competencies, putting forward 
HuaXiang company core competencies grow the direction with the point. Put 
forward finally how to set up HuaXiang company strategy, and promote the core 
competencies. 
This text is composed of three parts, each part of main contentses as follows: 
Chapter 1: A business enterprise core competencies theories overview. The 
point introduces the basic characteristic of the core competencies with growing 
the path, setting up for this text the business enterprise core competencies 
strategy provided the theories according to. 
Chapter 2: HuaXiang company core competencies recognizes. First of all 
introduce the business enterprise in the basic background, development history 
with compete the condition proceeded the synopsis the introduction. Then make 
use of the value chain the analysis the method, proceed to HuaXiang company 
business enterprise value chain synopsis analysis; Emphasized to analyze that 
HuaXiang company production in the core competencies, development, manage 
to marketing and serve with the inner part. Put forward finally HuaXiang 
company core competencies grow the direction. 
Chapter 3: Around the core competencies sets up HuaXiang company 














development strategy target. Grow the business enterprise core competencies 
around, the HuaXiang company wants firstly to integrate excellent turning all 
kinds of resources, she wants to integrates well visible resources, and also wants 
to develop the immaterial assets advantage well, create the quality brand. Toing 
puts into practice the product develops to reforms with the technique strategy, 
follow the latest technique of the domestic and international the rubber machine 
profession at any time, and research and develop quickly the tire sulphur turns the 
machine product, in the near future, she wants to put into practice the cluster 
controls the meridian tire presses the sulphur turns the machine product technique 
reforms item, strong business enterprise core competencies. Finally management 
mechanism establishing effectively, increase creative ability, realize the business 
enterprise manage continuously creative, create that is mutually with business 
enterprise strategy the corporate culture more adapt it at the same time. 
On the all says, facing on the current inside exterior environment, the 
company of HuaXiang wants to integrate afresh business enterprise value chain, 
compress the production in the value chain link, put in strategy that all parts was 
built in outside, make more bigger development in these two the value chain links 
about the marketing and serve ,in order to make them become the main profits in 
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    福建华橡自控技术股份有限公司(以下简称华橡公司)是由国有中型一档
企业、原机械工业部骨干企业、中化机集团紧密层企业---福建三明双轮化工
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